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- .. 
'· ' . ,·· ... ·ABSTRACT 
. :· ... 
· ·· Equipment for uae with aignal rise times alower than a mUU.microsecond , . 

,.~. · .. 'le readily available commercially. Recent advances in htgh-ene!'gy phyalce have 

~~·~~;:t~.'\;--(•ij·· ;. . . 

.... ~ ... · ... 
.. 

. ~ .... ..: .. 

.: directed attention towaJ!'d research in the iractional•m)'sec region. The funda-. 

. · ·mental: tool• for such research are pulse generators and oscilloscopes. Suitable 

'pulse generators are commercially available, but suitable oscilloscope syatems 

are not. Th~re ·are two important factors that account for the lack of such 

oacUloacopel. One is that contemporary amplifiers are uaeless in the tra-ctional

. mJi.Sec region. The second ie that output timing in commonly used trigger circuits 

is too sensitive to ebarlgea in input amplitude. 

Tbte papel' describe• an internally synchronized oscilloscope aystem 

uUU.ziftg commercially available components. which provide& lese than Z'Yo signal 

.. refle~ion at the sync take·off point; and has lees than 5 X 10 .. 12 aecond of sweep

. timing change per percent change in input amplitude (for amplitudes in excess of 

)0 trace widtha). 
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A FRACTIONAL-MILLIMICROSECOND OSCILLOSCOPE SYSTEM 
UTILIZING COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE COMPONENTS 

C. Norman Winnings tad 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of CalUornia 

Berkeley, California . 

February 1958 

INTRODUCTION 

. With the advent oi commercially available traveling .. wave-type (TW) 

.cattioct~•r.ay tubes1 (CRT) ~hat pJsses'Sreasonable deflection sensibilities and 

writing rates~ it has become £eaaible to have fractional-millimicrosecond . . . 

(rri)t.aee) oscilloscopes. Because there are ·no commercially available amplifiers 

for isuch faet rise times, and because reasonably priced laboratory .fractional .. 

. . :· ~see amplifiers are still in the distant future, the built-in sensibility and 

•• l·. 

' . 
~·t-t-1-' ~ _. .... ~ ...... 

deflection lactor of the TW CRT limit the vertical signal deflection • 

. . Shortcominsa .of Conventional Clrc;uits 

The major need that can be met now ia in the 1weep and unblanking 

c~rcuits. The principal dlaa.dvantages of ordinazoy awee:P. and unblanking schemes 

are: 
(a) the lack of an internal synchronization system that abstracts only a small 

amount of energy from the signal to be observed, thua causing small distortion 

to the signal, and yet bas a trigger sensitivity useful with a signal having a.n 

amplitude of a few tena of trace -widths; 

(b) a •low starting time, which requires long trigger pulses or high-amplitude 

· · ~ impulses: 

(c) sensitivity of starting time to input amplitude changes; 

(4) the lack of a reasonably linear sweep speed last enough to make use of 

the riae-time capabilities of the TW structure; 

(e) an excessively long over-aU time delay in starting the sweep and unblanklng 

thAt forces the use· of b~-y low-loss transmission lines to delay the vertical 
2 . ~· 

signal. . 

1oumont1e Kl4Z1P·; Rauland's version of the TWll; and Edgerton .. 

Oermeshauaen-Grier1tt aZ36. 
2 . 

The degradation of a pulse increases with the square of the cable length. 

See Wigington and NahmaD. "Transient Analysis of Coaxial Cables Considering 

Skin £fleet," Proc:. I.R.E., ~ No. Z, 166-174 (1957). 
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The firat three shortcomings mentioned above are strongly interdependent, 

and are influenced mainly by the design of the input stages of the aweep-and·un

blank unit.' The fourth ia mainly dependent upon the design of the output stage, and 

the fifth is a characteristic o£ the whole sweep-and-unbla11k unit a.nd also involves 

the time of flight of electrons £rom th~ CRT cathode to the deflection structure. 
f.'"·':."!"\""'!t-,.'. •t .. ' 

· ·. · The ·aystem to be described can be applied to any of the available TW CRT a, 

with euitable modifications to the input and output portions. The author applied the 

ayetem to a relative~y inexpensive but also relatively insensitive TW CRT,· the 

K1'4ZlPllM. The unit has been used for more than a yeat now as a developmental 

tool ill photomultiplier and circuit-development work. The Kl4Zl unit is u1ed as 

an example in the paper. The system can be readily applied to the similar TW 11. 

lf greater sensitivity is needed, the more expensive ~Z36 TW CRT can be used. A 

puah•puU output horizontal stage is then needed, and can be realized by alteration 
. J • \ 

o! the output stage." The problem o£ retaining the fast starting time obtained with 

the-KlfZ.l unit, when operated at the relatively low illput amplitudes useful with 

the ZZ~6. le discussed at the end of the paper. 

MEETING DESION NEEDS 

Table I lleta the maximum performance capabilities ot the system de-

.,._. - .. : ecdbe4 here when used as show in the block diagram. Fig. 1, as well as 

pertinent data on the TW CRT. In comparing this system with others, it is im

portant to bear in mind that all the items in Table I &l'e influenced by the particular 

TW C'RT ueed, and by the compromise chosen between signal delay and trigger 

sensitivity. 

Tbe Spe Take -Off System 

The method ueed !or abstracting energy from the signal for internal 

synchronizing purposes i• a refinement of that used in ordinary oec:Uloacopea. 

. / 
l 

A resistor is tJtilized to provide isolation from, and to limit the loading of, the 

signal channel. The resletor is connected by a lead about 1/8 inch long to the 

center conductor of the signal coaxial lead by inserting the resieltor through a 

hole in the outer conductor. The ohmic size of the resistor is determined by the 

perr,nlasible per-un~t loading of the signal c~ble • 

The resistor is chosen for low end.:..,to-end capacity and le arrangec1 

'• 

.... 

to have a reasonably small radial capacity to ground. One effect :0£ an un

compensated capacity associated with the ·resiSto.r would be a eerious reflection 

on the signal cable, owing to what amounts to an excessive capacity per unit · 
\ 
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Table I 
li' 

Characteristlca ot oscill\oscope assembly using a Kl421P11M CRT ,.., 

'• 1. Fastelt' obaerved rise time with negligible over a hoot: · 0.37 m~eec 
'· . . 

z. Total vertical signal-delay cable: 22 mt~osec 

s. Nominal vertical signal reflection due to tbe 
internal synchJoonlzation take-off system: Z% 

4. Vertical senslttvity: 32 v/cm 

5. Vertical sensibility: 0.8 v/apot 

6. ·Sweep· linearity at the screen 5% 
(variation in spot velocity averaged over any one 

.. em in silt, compared with the averaae _ot the ala): 
·,; 7. Trlgget_ ~~plitude sensitivity ol sweep atarti~g time 5 >oo·lZsec/o/~aig ·. ·.- . ~-. ~ 

(for a 1% change ·tn an iftput•atep amplitude of 30 or 
·. more spot~, _or about 25 v): 

8. Maximum sweep speed: 2/3 mua/cm 

9. Writing ability 2 X to·lZaec/•pot 
' . . (time per spot width to allow photographing a 

single traneient:): 

10 .. Spot ri&e: 0.025 em 
. · .. t 1 • . Useful CRT field: .3/4 in. VX 3j in. H . . 

lZ. Horizontal. senaitivity: . 100 v/cm 

13. Control·grtd extinction voltag·e: 100 v 

14. Maximum repetition rate 
(limited l)y cU.ssipaticm in the ·aweep output stage): 10 kilocyelee/eec 

15. Imped.ance of the TW structure: 50 ohms 

......... ,...,., ... 
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length. over a short length of the cable. This effect can be compenaated3 by 

' increasing the inductance or decreasing the capacity, per unit length, over a 

"' abort dlatance, in the region of the resistor's contact to the center conductor. 

,, Within the rise-time limitations of preaeatly existing TW CRT's, appropriate 

compensation may be readily obtained for the capacity e£!ecta of ordinary 

t-w compo~ition resistors. One convenient method of obtaining compensation 

. i& to use the constant-size inner conductor of a standard signal cable, but to 

use a foil-section outer conductor. Figul'e Z shows drawi~gs of the take-of! 

eyetem. !Sy observing the reflection from the sync take·ofl section due to a 
large (1000-v) fast-rising "step" function, one can adjust the outer-conductor 

geometl'y to reduce the reflecticm to the order ol a percent. It is not practical 

to go much beyond this point, because there la a resistive ctiac01'ltinuity due to 
r,· 

the shunting effect oi the sync take-off resistor. Although it il true that suitable ._, 

series resistance could also be used to compensate for the shunt etfect, the series 

resistors would introduce extra attenuation (poseibly a problem when paselng the 

signal through many TW CRT units in aeries) and greatly complicate the 

construction ot the unit. Jt is not unreasonable to keep the shunt-resistance 

reflection down to the order ol 1%, and hence this problem is usually not serioU8 

enough to warrant compensation. 

In a system as described above, the shunt resistance ia on the order of 

. . . thousands of ohms. T~ impedance level of suitably fast circuitry is on the ordel' 

of a few hundred ohms at most. Thus the take ·off resist. or can be considered 

conveniently aa a Norton equivalent-current source, aa far as the eweep and un

blanldng input circuitry is concerned. The resulting current level is on the order 

of tena of milliamperes, with an inpu~ of a few tens of spot widths. The sweep 

and unblank outputs reqW:red by the T W CRT are each on the order of ampere&. 

,. 

The system then must provide a large gain, saturation in a prescribed 

manner at the required output level, and an input amplitude and rate threshold • 

. The first two factors are required in order to provide outputs that are substantially 

independent of the manner in which the input exceeds the threohold, and the 

threshold is necessary to allow the system to have a high gain and yet tolerate 
. . . 

a reasonable noise level. Although high-gain overloading amplifiers could be 

used, contemporary trigger circuits provide a system with a shorter total delay 

time. In typical regenerative trigger devices, a time delay wtth respect to a 

3 I. A. Do Lewis and F. H. Wells, MUlimicroseeond Pulse Techniques 

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1954), p. 31. 
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normal input trigger aigne.l ia associated with the appearance of the 1 O%-to-90% 

portion ·of the initial rise of the output signal. Tb.la time is in excess of the 

simple transit· time through the vacuum tube(e) involved. The time delay may 

be from 3 to 30 or more timee the transit time (typically 1 mJt.aech however, 

with a constant input ampUtude the jitter is reasonably small. The di£ficulty 

arlee& from •the··tact that the mput c:_apaclty of the trigger stage ie charged at 

• rate dependent upon the input-signal amplitude. With a repre•eutative input 

atep function, the charging proce•• continues during the regenerative period of 

the trigger device. The dme delay associated with the regenerative process 

depends stl'ongly upon the input charge-time program during the regenerative 

build-up. Thus a chaa.ge in input•aignal amplitude change• the time of firing o£ 

the triggel'. In addition, if the input signal riaes slowly, the firing time itl later 

than with a step input. The specifications adhered to for the present d.eaign ~ere: 

(a) for pulses o£ the same shape, and tens of spot widths high, a change in 

amplitude of one spot width ahould not change the timing more than a spot width: 

(b) for input algnale with rtae timea up to 10 times the TW CRT'• rise time, but 
• f . 

rieln'g at leaet a few ten• of spot widths, the algnal should appear after the be ... 

ginning of the ueeful portion of the trace. (The .idea is that for elower signals, 
. . ~-· . ' ~. 

one would not mind putting an adclltional delay in the vertical dgnal path. or using 

a, al¢)wer oscilloscope, ae a signal that slow does not require the ultimate capabilities 

of the fractlonal-mt~.sec TW CRT). 

!!Eut Stag(:) 

Figure 3 ahows the input•stage system used, in elmpUfied form. The 

rise .. time requirement• of the current ampUficaticm stage are nat too restrictive, 
' . -

since the available trigger stage haa a time delay and output rise time of a few 

.~Jio&ec. The current .. gain stage utilizes a traneformer-clrlven grounded-grid 

amplifier. The uae of an mput transformer baa the advantage of allowing con• 

ve~nt trigger polarity change, as well as providing a current gain from the 

eync take-off resistor to the grounded-grid ampll!ier. Tbe input l'eatatance of 

the grounded-grid stage is nominally ~0 ohm•. It wae found that be•t results 

were obtained wtth a l:l turns ratio, which reflects nominally 80 ohme from the 
?!' 

sync take .. off reaiator to ground. With higher or lower turns ratios, the balance 

bet~een capacity and leakage reactance was not so favorable for the given core, 

grounded-grid amplifier, and trigger stage. A tapered-line impedance -trane ... 

forming aystem waa considered, and a simple version conatructed. A• wa• 

expected, the impulse response of the trigger stage ie so slow tllat in order to 

preserve sensitivity, the input tapered line would. be prohibitively long, both 

.• ..... , . ., 
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in phyaical" size and in time delay. Be~ause the grounded-grid stage does not 

have to handle large signals. it ie operated &t Zf?I'O bias, achieving the maximum 

.transconductance allowed under the limitations imposed by dislipatlon.. There 

. is another transformer between the plate of the grounded-grid stage and the 

·trigger stage. thts second transformer ia an inphaae Z:l step-down unit, pro

viding further current galn. Both ferrite-core transformer units provide con• 

Siderably lese than Z-mJtleC rise times to step•function inputs. 

Trisser Stage 
. 4 

The tr.lgger stage (shown in Fig. 4) is a modified Moody circuit. The 

•hunt diode shortt out tke dynode-to-grid feedback path. Thue the regenerative 

path is disable~ until the eignalsupplies enough positive signal through the seriee 

diode to shut off the shunt fiiode. This arrangement bas proven quite stable·. The" .. ,. ' 

~djustmeat ie checked. once a month Just to be certain the trigger has not drifted 

away from the most sensitive point. It hae never drifted to a free .. running condition, 

and the drtft away from the :most sensitive point has never been enough to fail to 

trigger with a Z·v input step applied to the sync take-off system. The minimum-

step trigger f·or the system i• typically 0.5 v. The time-delay characteristics of 
. . 5 

the complete system are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The "light puleer" referred to 
, .. , .~ ' . . . ' :· -10 

in. th~ figures futniehes an electrical output of perhaps lese than 10 sec duration. 

The advantage o1 the modified Moody design lles in increased sensitivity. but the 

.price paid for tbta is a smalleso output cursoent and slower atarttng time. The 

original Moody circuit required a 6 -v step aignal at the tl'igger input. and the 

output was just under 1 amp, with a delay and rise time of about Z mJ'Sec. The 

modified version requires about a 100-mv step at the trigger input, and the out· 

pUt is somewhat leas than 1/3 amp .• with a delay of about a m~eec and a· rise time 
of 5 mp.aec (at a nominal SOO-ohm output-impedance level). The trigger-stage 

output tra.naformer delivers about +i amp at a nominal 1Z5-ohm impedance level. 

Driver Stage 

The tube types uaed in the driver atage (shown in Fig. 7) were selected 

on the baais of their ability to provide output currents of Z amp each. with a 

relatively small grid ba.ae. The grid input syetem i8 a lZS-ohm constant-K 

t~ansmiaalon line. The line may be terminated in either a 1Z5-ohm reahtor 

or ll l.ZS .;.ohm tranlmission line, allowing convenient monitoring of the trigger .. 

'*Moody,. Me Lusky, and Deighton, MUlimicrosecond Pulse Techniques, 

Electronic Engineering~. Z14-9 (195Z). 

5auentin A. Kerna, A Generator of Fast-Riaing Light Pulses, to be published. 
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1tage output. The grid .. Une output f.s about 70 v with no filament power applied 

to·the c:Uatributed ~mpllfier, and 40 v when grid current loads down the line in 

.. not"mal operation. The grid-llne delay is about 1.3 mv.sec. ·Figure 8 shows 

the wa.ve forma involved up to this pP111t. The anocle line delivers the current . . . 

. output .of b'oth tubes to the load.• i.e., there ta no reverse anode-line termination. 

Tbts is permio rJible because with the load impedance arranged down the line as 

a harmonic progression, there are nominally no reflections. 6 The section of 

t.,_e line between the tubetJ is nominally 66 ohms, and is made. up of two section a 

.. tn order to provide the same time delay as is built into the grid Une. The load 

for the driver unit is the Wlblank tube· and a SO-ohm coaxial line to the sweep 
I • . 

ou_fjut stage, resulting in a net 33 ohms when. the load h driven through the 
. ·- . 

· .. 1 :(polar.lty-inverting transformer. The adjustment of the distributed·amplifier 

lines is rt,onerttical, as a result of the highly nonlinear operation of the unit •. 
• :'\· ~ "\ • ·I • "r 

The driver has an o.utput ri~e time of about Z m.,.sec, and a duration of up to 

SO ~p.sec. Shorter durations may be obtained by putting a clipping. line in place 

of_ t_he lZS·ohm termination on the driver-stage gl'id line. 

linblank Unit 
,_·· . The unblanlt atage (shown in Fig. 9) consists of a single grounded .. 

e~thode pentode. The outpUt current is about 1 amp into a l.ZS-ohm coaxial line. 

T·~e. sweep and unblank chassis ia located physically close to the TW CRT 1s 

· c·~thode. and grid connections, in order to keep the length of the unblank transmission .. ~ ; 

tt..ne short, thus minimizing the unblank time delay. Because the TW CRT 1s 

cathode-grid potential level is usually high (·10 kv), a special transmission-line 

. cou~Hng capacitor 1 was developed to allow the unblank atage to be at ground 

·pOtential. A similar arrangement allows the unblank pulse to return to ground, 

a~o _that the pulse can be terminated: (a) in a resistor for normal operation; 

(b) ln a ehorted stub £or special cases where unblank times shorter than the 

driver gate width are deeired: or (c) in a ll5-ohm cable, allowing monitoring 

· of the unblank signal. The time required for the TW CRT to unbla:nk (the time 

. required to go from just perceptible trace to full bright trace) is about 1 m.,.sec. 

The SO -ohm coaxial line from the driver to the sweep output stage is 

used to provide a delay time to account nominally for the time ·Of flight o£ the 

eleetrons through the TW CRT electron gun to the deflection structure. The 

'6 
Ginzton, Hewlett, Jasberg, and Noe, Distributed Amplification, Proc. IRE 

36, 956-67 (1948). - 7 . . 
Q. A. Kern.s and i'. A. Kirsten, A Transmission-Line Coupling Capacitor for 

Millimicrosecond Uae, to be published. 
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exact timing may be worked out on the bas.ia that the unblanked portion of the 

trace should appear somewhat alter the eweep start, ao that the nonlinear 

start ot the sweep will not be visible. There are cases, however, when it ia 

desirable to deliberately unblank before the sweep •tarts, and continue to hold. 

·the unit unblaftked at the nonlinear ezad. of the eweep. Such a case can occur when 

eXternal 'synchronization is employed a.nd if the signal-path time delay is net well 

known (such aa the time of flight of _electrons tlu-ough a ph~omultipUerh under 

·. these conditions the signal might not appear on the uaual portion ol the trace, and 

.. one would like to know U the aignal ia early or late. 

Outeut Sta&,e. 

The sweep output stage employ• two pentodes ill parallel in a grounded 

cathode circuit as shown. in Fig. 10. The tubes are mount~d on a special sub· . 

aeae.mbly which plugs into the cobial connector, built lnto the CRT neck, for 

connecti6ri to the left-hand horizontal deflection plate. T~e right-hand. deflection 

plate •houl.d be returned to the deflection-atructur.e shield through a suitable 

'<iamping resistor or coaxial cable. The use of a coaxial cable allows convenient 

~onitorlng of the charging current to the horlzontal ... de!lection plates. As a 

.first approxhnatlon, this curent should be constant, and hence one should view . . 

• a nominally flat-topped pulse coming from the right-hand terminating cable. The 

.·sweep output tubes are operated near the emission-limited region. 1£ all voltage 

so:tit'ces (including the filament&) are regulated, ·then the sweep output stage 

. supplies ~quite stable constant·currerit pulse to the oweep deflection sy!ltem. 

Th~ horizontal-deflection plates (not a TW structure: conventional plates are 
. . . - -1a 

usually employed) have about a pf (1 0 farad) mutual capacity ·and 3 pf each 

shunt-to-ground capacity. The total capacity load as seen by the eweep output 

stage is about 8 pf, including 3 pf of stray capacity from the coupling capacitor 

to ground. The output capacity of each pentode (allowing 1 pf each for parasitic 
' . 

capacities) is about 4 pl. Thus, of the total emis1ion current, about half goes 

to eha1"ge up tube capacltiea, and ball to the deflection system. ot the half 

delivered to the deflection aystem, about 2/5 ie actually used to produce a 

sweep (curreftt delivered to the deflection-plates mutual capacity). With each 

pentode delivering about l.S amp of plate current, about 0.6 amp is delivered 

to the deflection mutual capacity, resulting in a sweep speed of 1/3 mJJ.sec per 

em, or 6.1 psec per apot width. This represents the maximum speed of the 

present circuit. and the aweep nonlinearity is about 30'/o. Thie •weep rate is 

fortunately laster than ie consistent with the TW CRT's rise time. Consider 

20 spot widths rising in 1/3 mJ'sec; the rise should be displayed at 45° for 

- . -~ ! .. 
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convenient viewing. This is a speed of 16.7 paec per apot width or about 

1 mJ.LAec per em. Because this is consider.ably slower than the maximum rate, 

additional trimmer capacity could be added. This capacity ean be used aa a 

vender sweep-speed adjustment and to assure that a given speed may be 

attained, even though the sweep output tubee are aged or replaced with aUghtly 

inferior units. The taateat normal rate now used is l./3 myA&ee per em, which 

has S1o rate nonlinearity. .-igure 11 shows the wave forms aasociateci with the 

output stages. The limitations on linearity of the sweep output stage, when 

operated _at ita fastest rate, are the riae time of the "eonstant"-eurrent output pulse, 

. the "bottoming" o! the pentodee at the end of the sweep, ancl the tendency o! the 

circuit to "ring. 11 
· Tbe riae time appears to be about 1 tnJAsec, and the bottoming 

become'e serious when the plate voltage falls about 1400 v. The plate· supply ;1 ?"·"'~~~,~~~~ 

(1.8 kv) il about mtutlmum for the receiving-type pentode used. This is safely 

abort of the sparking point. No faUUl'el have occurred in the unblank or aweep 

output atages in 6 months' operation. The screen voltage (900 v) ia the compromise 

that allows maximum cUl'rent output consistent with acceptable bottoming. The 

atabtfity of the faateat sweep &peed ia a few percent change in 8 hr, and less than 

100/o in a montha. The insertion of the usual damping .resistors reduced the 
' II•' • . ~ • 

ringing tendency to a suitably small value. Slower eweep speeda are preaently 

· obtained by i'naerting suitably equalieed attenuatore in series with the coaxial 

cable from the driver. These consist o! series and. shunt reaietore in a coaxial 

· houaing, arranged. to give the clesired attenuations and a nominal SO ohms 

impedance in and out. The shunt resistor• have capacitors in eerie• on the 

ground aide for two reasons. The first is to prevent aborting out the bias on the 

sweep-output grids. and the second to provide a suitable time constant to 

effectively decrease the attenuation of the unit with time. Thil compensates to 

a good extent for the fact that the gate signal from the driver stage II not perfectly 

flat-topped, but tends to sag wtth time. This sag is unimportant on fast sweeps 

(the sag ts relatively small over the abort duration of a fast aweep, and the sweep 

output tube la heavily overdri ven), but becomes aigniftcant wtth sweeps ae slow 

as 40 peec per epotwiclth, or about Z mJAaec/cm. Figure 11. shows the sweep

stage wave forms. 

The single -ended sweep-deflection system used works out quite 

satiafaetorlly with the K14Zl CRT. Because the acceleration potential of the 

CRT is 10 lc.v, and the ueeful horizontal sweep voltage is about :t: :SOO v, the 

aatlgmatlc elfect is quite small. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND ADJUSTMENT 

The construction techniques utilized in order to realize the performance 

quoted here require that tube socket• be dispensed with. By clamping the 

envelope of the tube for firm support. one can make convenient connection to 

the .leads of the tube by meana of the usual tube ... aocket pins, previously removed 

from the socket. Ju.dicioua arrangement of parts will allow removing and re .. 

placing the tubes without damaging the circuitry. 

The most .c~itlcal adjustmente involved setting the shunt regulators for 

.the trigger -stage potentials. The best anode and screen voltages are near the 

maximum available; however. the dynode and suppressor potentials must be 

.adjus.ted for high output consistent with good rise time and abut-off. There is 

: .. some tendency for the trigger stage to oscillate near 300 Me when certain 

,- . ·p~e.ntials are appUed. Although the oscUlations occur after the normal sweep 

and sto~ca;!ter, a few hundred mJ&.sec, they are undesirable as they result in\,toG ..• r. •.• ,J, 

. , long an"effectlve ·gate signal, which increases the duty cycle, thus unnecessarily 

limiting the.repetltion rate. The present unit works well up to a 10-kc repetition 

ra~e. The Umitation ta imposed by the screen cUsaipatlon rating of the sweep-

·.· ·· output tubes. 

;,· :~·l. The photograph (Fig. 13) represents a typical use to which the 
,· ~ . . ... 
·· .. , . . ;:. .osctllosc~pe system. may be put to study randomly occurring high•speed 

! . . : (' ·_ · · ~ "phenomena. The particwa·r:· transients used in the example do not t+x ~the maximum 

;· · writing rate, rise time, c>r sensitivity of the ayatem: thia demonstrates that 
' ' . . . 

:--·.j the low~priced Kl4Zl can be used satisfactorily in. conjunction with the very 
: . . ~~ •• ; ... ~ ... ,·, ..,: • ·"' .; '. -~1" fj·., 

.... 'J · convenient Land-Polaroid photographic film. 
. • . t· 

.. j ' 
( 

J 
I 

/ 

'r,r-;.1'/.;;.Y~ 
I 

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

This particular circuit is certainly not the ultimate that is possible 

consistent With the limitations of the available TW CRTs. For example, transistor 

researchers would probably prefer a factor-of-10 increase in trigger sensitivity. 

This can conveniently be obtained by inserting a distributed amplifier between the 

current -amplifier stage and the .trigger stage. Such an amplifier is easily within 

tbe state of the art, 8 since it need only have a rise time of about Z mt-Lsec or less 

in order to retain most of the present impulse -response speed. The price paid 

for the factor ... of-10 increase in trigger sensitivity would be that the signal delay 

would have to be approximately doubled, making the delay cable 8 times as bulky. 

8For example: amplifier type ZOOZ, .Fleming Radio Ltd., Caxton Way. 

Stevenage-Her.te, England. 
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Highet repetition rates and a more refined sweep-speed adjustment can be 

obtained, if desired, by mOdification of the output portion of the system • 
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Legends 

Fig. 1. Block diag~am of the sweep and unblank unlt. 

UCRL-3 778 Rev 

Fig. a. .Internal 1ync take~olf. a • .._Approximate equivalent circuit applicable. 

to the flat t.op ot step response. b. Phyaieal arrangement. 

Fig. 3. · ~put-current ampllfler 1tag~. For increased aenaltivity when reflections 

ue ~mportant (such ae exte-rnal aync,, ahort ''x" to ... .,-.. For negative 

1yac. interchange "y*' and nzu. The 20 pf capacitor from "z" to grotmd l• 

-~?~\·:~··-to prevent the •ync take ·off from diatl'lbuting the de ccmdition of the signal 

cable. 

Fig. 4. Sc::hema.tlc dl•gram of trigger atage. 

~~~. 5. Triggering delay aa a function of signal voltage for input-pulae length• • 

. -·. Fig. 6. Triggel'ing delay aa a function of 1ignal charge for varioue input-pulae 

~ngthe. 

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of driver stage. 
. . 

Fig. 8. ·.Time and ampUtude relatione for the iftput atagea. 

Fig. 9! Schematic dtagl'am of unblank stage. 

Fig. 1.0. Schematic diagram of sweep-output stage • 

.. J'ig. 11. Time and .amplitude relations for the output atagea. 

Fig. 12. Drtve aDd. sweep relatio11a. 

Fig. 13. Output of multiplie1' phototube under weak light condition.•: the raster 

o£ af.ngle-tranaient aweeps was photographed on· orclinary 60-second

developtng Land-Polaroid film. The shape for moat of the pulsea is 

es·eentlally the Impulse re•ponae of the multiplier and of the output leacb 

to a single photoeleetron. Most variations in ampUtucle &1'e 4ue to fluctuation• 

ln the multiplication ratio of the early dynodes. : The time poaittcm ie partly 

dependent UJ)on tranait•time cUepereion in the multiplier phototube, and 
·, 

partly due to the pulsed Ught soUI'ce, which has a full width at half maximum 

of less than 1 mp.eec. The pulaeclltght sovce provides an electrical time 

rete~ence which appear• &.ppl'oximately a ft)ll8ec after the aweep etart. The 

vertical linea of the graticule m~k off approximately 10•mf'.88C intervale. 

The probability that one ol the pulse• is clue to noise lnatead of the pulaed 

light soUI'ce is approximately one in a thouand. The multiplier phototube 

waa ccmttnuously energized at Z800 volts over-all, anct wae at room 

tempez;ature. 
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